Indonesian

COURSEBOOKS

Bagus Sekali!
Up-to-date, 3-level language course for junior to middle-secondary students. Set in Indonesia and following the lives of a group of Indonesian teenagers, this series uses colourful photographs, humour and cultural grabs to make the students' language learning experience rich and stimulating.

Level 1
Textbook 43.95
Workbook 27.95
Audio CDs (4) net 200.00
Teacher’s Electronic Resource net 190.00

Level 2
Textbook 47.95
Workbook 27.95
Audio CDs (4) net 200.00
Teacher’s Electronic Resource net 190.00

Level 3
Textbook 49.95
Workbook 27.95
Audio CDs (4) net 200.00
Teacher’s Resource Kit net 190.00

Bersama-sama Lagi
A revision of Bersama-sama 1 designed for Years 7 & 8. Throughout are photographic images, grammar and cultural notes, vocabulary and expression lists and many guided speaking exercises. Comprising 11 units, this text provides a truly communicative approach that introduces students to contemporary Indonesian language as it is spoken today.

Student’s Book 47.95
Workbook A with Audio CD 23.50
Workbook B with Audio CD 23.50
Teacher’s Resource Book net 199.95
Audio CDs (4) net 199.95

Bersama-sama Selalu
Follows on from Bersama-sama Lagi and is designed for Years 9 & 10. It incorporates a DVD, CD-ROM and Pod-casting to ensure language learning remains relevant to today’s secondary students. This bright, engaging text set in Indonesia introduces students to eight Indonesian teenagers from diverse backgrounds, exploring themes such as family, school, the community and the world. The CD-ROM contains an electronic wordfinder which can be loaded onto MP3 players and the DVD features eight three-minute video clips which add context to the language studied.

Student Book/Workbook Pack 66.50
Audio CDs (4) net 216.95
Teacher’s Resource Book net 68.95

Bersama-sama Senior
Designed for Years 11 & 12 and continuing on from Bersama-sama Selalu, this publication is unique in appearance and easily adaptable according to interest and ability. The student’s book has been given a full-colour magazine style look that students will find appealing, but still provides relevant content for the age and level. The Focus Book and Audio CD feature additional vocabulary and activities to accompany each text found in the Student Book, as well as further grammar explanations.

Student Book with Grammar Booklet 53.50
Focus Book and Audio CD 33.50
Workbook 32.50
Grammar Booklet 12.50
Focus Book and Student Book Pack 49.95
Teacher Resource Book net 199.95
Audio CDs (4) net 199.95

Indonesian for Adults
This book is designed for senior secondary and adult beginners. It aims to establish conversational skills with an emphasis on correct pronunciation and word order, supported by basic grammar. More suited to self-study use, the explanations of grammar have been written with the independent learner in mind, and the CD gives valuable pronunciation assistance for students who cannot attend classes. Includes an answer key, flashcards and glossary.

Book & CD 59.50

Kenalilah Indonesia 3rd Edition
A popular Indonesian course for beginners which focuses on both language and culture. The teacher’s support pack contains audio CDs and a CD-ROM with worksheets, tests and games.

Student Book 1 45.95
Year 7 Workbook 24.95
Year 8 Workbook 24.95
Teacher’s Book & CD 1 net 130.00
Audio CD 1 net 125.00
Student Book 2 45.95
Years 9 & 10 Workbook 25.95
Teacher’s Book & CDs 2 net 130.00
Audio CDs 2 net 130.00

Keren!
An exciting course in 4 levels for secondary students from Ian White. Bright and entertaining, the text mixes both cartoons and photographs to enhance the learning experience and introduce students to Indonesian culture, while ensuring all key aspects required for comprehensive study are covered. There is a companion website where additional exercises, cultural information and teacher’s resource material can be found. The CD-ROM consists of integrated course book, activity book and audio components.

Level 1
Course Book 49.95
Activity Book 27.95
Teacher’s Resource Book net 160.00
Audio CDs (3) net 160.00

Level 2
Course Book 49.95
Activity Book 27.95
Teacher’s Book net 160.00
Audio CDs (3) net 160.00

Levels 3 & 4
Course Book 52.95
Activity Book 27.95
Teacher’s Book net 180.00
Audio CDs (4) net 180.00

Listening Comprehension: Selections from Malaysian & Indonesian History
Book & Cassettes 57.00
Each text is spoken onto the 4 accompanying cassettes and followed by questions to reinforce not only listening skills but also writing skills. Includes comprehensive glossary covering more difficult words.
**Saya Bisa!**
A well-paced method with frequent consolidation and revision, and a companion website for further interactive learning activities. Beginners in years 7-9 will have fun developing their fluency with a series of colourful cartoons and characters that present practical vocabulary in the context of real spoken language. Equal emphasis is given to reading, writing, listening, speaking and viewing (online).

**Level 1**
- Course Book with CD-ROM: 43.95
- Activity Book: 14.95
- Teacher’s Resource Book: net 180.00
- Audio CDs: net 180.00

**Level 2**
- Course Book: 43.95
- Activity Book: 14.95
- Teacher’s Resource Book: net 180.00
- Audio CDs: net 180.00

**GRAMMAR & USAGE**

**Essential Loanwords in Bahasa Indonesia**
Like many languages, Indonesian has borrowed many words from English, which in many cases have come to have as much or greater currency than the original Indonesian words. These guides help students to understand these common loanwords and appreciate the actual Indonesian words and terms. Both guides are arranged alphabetically by loanword and show the correct Indonesian and English versions, whilst the complete guide also includes sample sentences to demonstrate usage and grammar and to clarify similar meanings.

- Complete Guide: 24.95
- Quick Guide: 9.95

**An Indonesian & Malay Grammar for Students**
This comprehensive grammar by Malcolm Mintz (A Course in Conversational Indonesian) describes both conversational and formal language. Both Malay and Indonesian usage are covered, with clear distinctions and separate examples given where the usages are different. A full index of general topics, specific grammatical categories and individual words and affixes makes it easy for students to quickly locate a particular language form or topic. Also includes a full glossary of all Indonesian and Malay words used in the text.

**Saya Bisa!**
A well-paced method with frequent consolidation and revision, and a companion website for further interactive learning activities. Beginners in years 7-9 will have fun developing their fluency with a series of colourful cartoons and characters that present practical vocabulary in the context of real spoken language. Equal emphasis is given to reading, writing, listening, speaking and viewing (online).

**Level 1**
- Course Book with CD-ROM: 43.95
- Activity Book: 14.95
- Teacher’s Resource Book: net 180.00
- Audio CDs: net 180.00

**Level 2**
- Course Book: 43.95
- Activity Book: 14.95
- Teacher’s Resource Book: net 180.00
- Audio CDs: net 180.00

**DHARMAWAN**
A clear and detailed grammar from the author of the very popular Indonesian Reference Grammar. This reference and workbook can help intermediate to advanced students to improve on the finer points of the Indonesian language. A key at the back makes this text ideal for self-study.

**Welcome to Indonesian: A Beginner’s Survey of the Language**
This is not a language-learning book, but a concise introduction to the main characteristics of the language. It provides a demystifying overview, with chapters on topics such as the historical development of the language, the relationship between Indonesian and Malay, the writing system, what Indonesian is related to, loanwords, and Indonesian words and sentences. A handy reference guide suitable for senior secondary and adult beginners.

**DICTIONARIES**

**ALLEN & UNWIN**

**The Learner’s Dictionary of Today’s Indonesian**
Excellent one-volume dictionary providing not only the direct translation but also examples of the word in its context. Includes extensive Indonesian vocabulary lists.

**BALAI PUSTAKA**

**Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia**
Comprehensive monolingual dictionary.

**ECHOLS & SHADILY**

**Kamus Inggris-Indonesia Dictionary**
The most recommended Indonesian dictionaries.

**HIPPOCRENE**

**Hippocrene Indonesian Dictionary and Phrasebook**
A handy reference book for travellers or those wanting to learn basic conversational Indonesian. The first section is a 2-way dictionary with over 3,000 essential words. The second section is the phrasebook which covers everyday topics like greetings, etiquette, money, travel and accommodation. The book opens with a pronunciation guide and some grammar explanation.

**OHIO UNIVERSITY PRESS**

**A Comprehensive Indonesian-English Dictionary**
Easily the most extensive dictionary available in the Indonesian language, with over 100,000 headwords with detailed definitions, examples of usage, idiomatic language and technical terms. A must for any reference collection or school library.

**OXFORD**

**Mini Study Indonesian-English & English-Indonesian Dictionary**
This portable and easy-to-use dictionary with a durable vinyl cover is an excellent tool for all students of Indonesian. Over 75,000 words.

**Study Indonesian-English & English-Indonesian Dictionary**
(Second Edition)
User-friendly dictionary with over 75,000 translations and colour-coded headwords.
Including core-curriculum vocabulary, guidance on usage and grammar, and a cultural section, this dictionary is suitable for all secondary beginning to intermediate students.

PERIPLUS
Pocket Indonesian-English & English-Indonesian Dictionary 9.95
A slim compact dictionary suitable for complete beginners in lower-secondary. Contains 3,000 useful everyday words.

TUTTLE
Compact Indonesian Dictionary 40.00
This new dictionary is possibly one of the best Indonesian-English English-Indonesian dictionaries available. It covers over 30,000 words and expressions, including thousands of contemporary ones created or adopted in the past several years. There are cultural references and sample sentences to illustrate the precise meaning of each entry. Includes common idioms too. The dictionary is complete enough to be of use to intermediate to advanced students, business people, translators and teachers.

Concise Indonesian-English & English-Indonesian Dictionary 29.95
Contains approximately 18,000 entries and is most suitable for lower-secondary students.

Javaneese-English Dictionary hb 65.00
Contains over 25,000 translations with clear definitions and many examples of usage.

WIDYA UTAMA
Kamus Bergambar Untuk Pelajar Bahasa-Inggris Pemula 29.95
Colourful picture dictionary suitable for children or adult beginners. Thematically arranged, it includes parts of the body, courtroom, prepositions, synonyms, antonyms, compass points, the solar system, parts of vehicles, food and much, much more.

WOJOWASITO
Kamus Lengkap: Ingris-Indonesia/ Indonesia-Ingris fl 29.95
Comprehensive one-volume, thumb-indexed dictionary.

Kamus Umum Lengkap: Indonesian-English/ English-Indonesian hb 54.95

DVDs
Bahasa Video Education ea net 99.00
These eleven DVDs are designed for lower-secondary students learning Indonesian in an Australian context. Each clip features a narrator who discusses different aspects of daily life in Indonesia. Subtitles are included. Each DVD comes with a teacher’s manual that contains over 40 pages of notes, transcripts, translations, exercises and games.

DVD 1: Ikan-Ikan Kusamba
DVD 2: Tarian Di Ubud
DVD 3: Sekolah Saya
DVD 4: Ombak-Ombak Uluwatu
DVD 5: Hujan Besakh
DVD 6: Hari Ulang Tahun di Kuta
DVD 7: Orang Utan Dari Bukit Lawang
DVD 8: Musisi Jalan An Di Yogyakarta
DVD 9: Kota Saya
DVD 10: Dua Upacara
DVD 11: Memasak di Dapur

Belajar Bersama ea net 65.95
Filmed in East Java, this 7-volume series introduces a delightful group of young children and gives insight into their lives and culture. Suitable for lower secondary, each one-hour DVD provides development of grammar and vocabulary and is accompanied by a CD-ROM containing an instructor’s manual, an English and Indonesian script, and useful background notes to enhance the learning experience even further.

Volume 1 (9 Lessons)
Volume 2 (7 Lessons)
Volume 3 (7 Lessons)
Volume 4 (9 Lessons)
Volume 5 (9 Lessons)
Volume 6 (9 Lessons)
Volume 7 (9 Lessons)

Lihat Ini
A documentary style DVD series on aspects of Indonesian life and culture. Topics range from food, to business, animals to geography, work to leisure. The series is suitable supplementary material for students at both primary and secondary levels. Each DVD gives the options of English and Indonesian soundtracks and subtitles. Transcripts and teachers resources appear in PDF format on each DVD.

Volume 1 net 25.95
Volume 2 net 25.95
Volume 3 net 25.95
Volume 4 net 25.95
Volume 5 net 29.95
Volume 6 net 33.95
Volume 7 net 25.95
Volume 8 net 25.95
Volume 9 net 25.95
Volume 10 net 33.95
Volume 11 net 29.95

Pencak Silat for Schools:
Indonesia’s Fighting Art DVD & CD-ROM 75.00
This DVD of Indonesia’s fighting art is targeted at primary and secondary schools that teach Indonesian. It features four versions of an 8-minute video, each of increased language difficulty. The first version is in English, the other three in Indonesian. The accompanying CD-ROM contains transcripts, translations and worksheets in Word format. Teachers can download the desired pages, modify them if they want to and print them in colour. They can also make the jpeg pictures available to students for use in Power Point presentations, etc.

Talk More Indonesian DVD 29.95
A series in the Eurotalk range for beginners. Main part of course has 70 minutes of video material, where native speakers participate in situations such as the restaurant, on the phone, greetings, business and others. Ten interactive quizzes test what is learnt and keep track of progress. The DVD should play in home and portable DVD players and computer-based DVD programs.

TEACHER’S RESOURCES, ACTIVITIES & SOFTWARE

Ayo Bermain: Indonesian Language Games 39.95
This collection of student-centred games is an indispensable resource for language teachers. The games represent a full repertoire of excellent teaching and learning strategies and are clearly set out and easy to follow. Each game features instructions on how to play, a vocabulary card with the language covered in the game (including grammar tips) and tips for the teacher on implementation, extension and/or variation. Teachers can readily photocopy the games as student worksheets or adapt them for their own needs.

Focus on Indonesia
Two sets of 20 A4 laminated cards providing ideas for supplementary cultural activities in the language classroom. One side holds a colour photo of a famous Indonesian landmark or social scene. The flipside gives a short description in English followed by a series of suggested tasks.
for group or class work.
Set 1  net 132.00
Set 2  net 132.00

Go Indonesia
Book & CD-ROM  net 59.95
This cultural resource aims to consolidate research skills and develop understanding about places and events in Indonesia. Using the interactive CD-ROM, students engage in fun activities that explore the islands of Sumatra, Java, Sulawesi, Kalamantan and Bali. The teacher’s book contains reproducible worksheets and addresses specific skills in mapping and labelling, creating diagrams, tables, graphs, time lines and legends.

Hebat! Learn to Speak Indonesian
Mac/Win CD-ROM (Curriculum Corporation)  net 64.95
A great animated program for ages 9+, this is designed to extend and complement language activities. With over 96 learning and assessment activities, the emphasis is placed on listening and responding to the language. In doing so, students also learn a comprehensive range of structures and associated vocabulary. A teachers’ section allows students’ progress to be tracked and printed as a tabular report. Australia-designed, and suitable for both primary and secondary students, this is an excellent fun-filled interactive program.

Indonesia Blackline Masters (Years 5-7)  net 27.95
This photocopiable resource contains information and activities which provide a focus for a cultural study of the country and its people, geography, history and world relationships. Also includes language vocabulary exercises.

Indonesia Puzzles Blackline Masters (Years 5-8)  net 27.95
The crossword and find-a-word puzzles in this resource are designed to quiz students about various aspects of Indonesian culture. Whilst some prior knowledge is assumed for many of the quizzes, crossword answers are scattered around the page to assist students without the necessary background knowledge.

Indonesia Art Pack  net 52.55
Beautifully produced set of bright colour photographs (A4 size) featuring various forms of Indonesian art and suggestions for how to incorporate them in learning activities. Images included are woodcarvings, architecture, masks, puppets and more.

Indonesian Dictionary Skills (Oxford)  net 90.00
Over 40 photocopiable activities for learners of all levels. Whilst specifically designed to improve the student’s use of an Indonesian and English dictionary, grammar and vocabulary skills are also targeted and reinforced.

Indonesian in a Flash
Volume 1  39.99
These 48 flashcards feature over 2,000 separate vocabulary items covering the most common Indonesian words used in everyday speech. Each card provides the root words and derived forms as well as important related words, definitions and sample sentences in Indonesian and English. Cards are arranged in thematic groups reflecting common situations and listed according to the frequency of usage. A 16-page reference book provides a complete list of all the vocabulary items.

Indonesian Reward Stickers  ea net 4.45
Easy dispensing boxes of approximately 100 stickers.
Baik Sekali (Very Good)
Rajin (Hard Working)

Indonesian Wordsearch Books
Each photocopiable volume contains 20 wordsearch puzzles to challenge students’ knowledge of Indonesian. Clues are given in either English or image form, so students need to know the meanings of the words in Indonesian before attempting the puzzles. Each puzzle covers a different topic, with an average of 12 words per topic. For students having difficulty, there is a help page giving the first letter of each word they are looking for. Answers are provided for all puzzles.
Book 1  net 25.00
Book 2  net 25.00

Key Into Indonesia  39.95
Packed with great ideas to bring Indonesia to life in the classroom, this photocopiable resource helps students to gain an understanding of the diversity of Indonesia’s culture, environment, traditions and language. Each topic features fact files, activities and ideas for class discussion or brainstorming.

Language Stickers Indonesian
(Oz Stick)  ea 4.50
Each set contains 72 stickers, each in full colour with the Indonesian flag and a culturally relevant picture.
Set 1: Bagus
Set 2: Istimewa
Set 3: Pandai

Language Stickers Indonesian
Mixed Pack New Designs (Davidson Educational)  net 6.35
Each pack contains 80 stickers with appealing brightly-coloured cartoon designs. Contains 20 each of the slogans Ada Kemajuan, Bagus, Hebat and Pandai.

LOTE Stamps (Self-inking)  ea net 29.95
Bagus
Pandai

Pencak Silat for Schools: Indonesia’s Fighting Art
DVD & CD-ROM  75.00
See DVD section.

Saya Pandai Blackline Masters: An Introduction to Indonesian
Cooking  net 27.95
These blackline masters provide a collection of worksheets suitable for junior secondary students being introduced to Indonesian. Each activity introduces the student to an aspect of Indonesian culture, including religion and government.

Six Lessons in Basic Indonesian
Cooking  net 42.95
This is a simple step-by-step introduction to the successful preparation of authentic Indonesian cuisine. The lessons are easy to follow and use both the Indonesian and English names for the ingredients and dishes. The book also provides many interesting and insightful anecdotes about Indonesian culinary culture, drawn from the author’s own experiences of growing up in an Indonesian family.

Talk Now! Indonesian
Mac/Win CD-ROM  39.95
Game-based approach teaching simple words and phrases such as food, shopping, numbers, body parts and time. It also includes a recording facility to compare your pronunciation against a native speaker, as well as progress quizzes, a challenging memory game and print-your-own awards. Suitable for lower-secondary students as an introduction to the language.

Vocabulary Builder Indonesian
Mac/Win CD-ROM  39.95
A cartoon disc for all ages. Consists of 9 games for one or more players. Click on pictures to hear them pronounced, record pronunciation and create strips of images to make cinema stories and put the words in context. Works on Windows 98, 2000, ME, XP, Mac OS 9 or X.
CULTURE

Bali: Morning of the World  hb 39.95
This book is the ideal visual introduction to Bali. It contains fabulous colour photographs of all aspects of Balinese life and insightful text about the ‘Island of the Gods’. There are sections on history, geography, cultural and religious heritage as well as shopping and holiday destinations.

Balinese Children's Favourite Stories  hb 27.95
An English language anthology of 12 traditional myths and tales told in Bali over the centuries, with beautiful illustrations as accompaniment. Suitable for lower-secondary learners or the school library.

Balinese Dance, Drama and Music: A Guide for Performing Arts of Bali  hb 55.00
This stunning and comprehensive book embraces many aspects of traditional Balinese performing arts such as dance, songs, theatre, and costumes.

Cook Indonesian  29.95
20 additional recipes have been included in this beautifully presented collection of traditional Indonesian cuisine.

Cooking the Indonesian Way  hb 36.95
Provides an introduction to the Indonesian kitchen with easy to follow, step-by-step recipes.

Dari Jendela Saya: A Glimpse at Life in Indonesia  net 44.95
This unique book is a cross between a coffee table book and a language reader! It is written through the eyes of Anis, a 14-year-old girl in Bali, who introduces us to her family and guides us through her village, offering a glimpse into her unique world. It is written entirely in Indonesian, with notes on the side of each page translating difficult words. It presents as a large format book with dozens of beautiful photographs, making it an appealing book for the library, for prize night, or as a gift for a keen Indonesian student.

Dictionary of Indonesian History  Since 1900  15.00
Covering key personalities and key events that have occurred in Indonesian history.

Indonesia (Countries of the World)  (Evans Brothers)  hb 39.95
This book provides up-to-date information on Indonesia’s geography, industries, people, culture, environment and future prospects. It contains case studies of particular locations, industries and people, maps, diagrams, charts and specially commissioned photographs. Suitable for middle-secondary students.

Indonesia (Growth and Influence of Islam)  hb 44.00
Indonesia is home to the world’s largest Muslim population and this topical resource examines the archipelago’s culture, economy and politics from a religious context. Including a chapter on the Tsunami disaster, this relevant title is suitable for lower to middle secondary students.

Indonesia (Nations of the World)  hb 42.95
This publication provides in-depth coverage of important areas such as history, geography, government and economy, but also amply explores other areas of this nation such as arts, leisure activities and lifestyles. Replete with data contained in charts, diagrams and maps, this book provides a wealth of information. Suitable for lower-secondary students.

Indonesia Kaleidoscope  (Access Asia)  42.95
Designed for upper-primary classes but rich enough to be used for lower-secondary as well. Provides teachers with excellent teaching and learning resources of Indonesian life and culture. Each chapter revolves around a folktale from a specific area of Indonesia – Irian Jaya, Sulawesi, Kalimantan, Java and Sumatra. All stories, fact-files and resource sheets may be photocopied for classroom use.

Indonesian Batik Designs  (Dover)  19.95
A collection of highly stylised, often dramatic designs depicting florals, geometrics, winged creatures and other fanciful images. Ideal for practical use.

Indonesian Children's Favorite Stories  This title, from the same series as Balinese Children's Favourite Stories, encompasses traditional stories collected from the whole of Indonesia. An English language collection of 12 stories suitable for younger learners or the school library.

Indonesian Dishes and Desserts  32.95
The mouth-watering recipes in this book are beautifully photographed and simply explained. Especially useful to the Western cook, it includes an extensive introduction explaining all the major ingredients and utensils of the Indonesian kitchen.

The Indonesian Language: Its History and Role in Modern Society  49.95
An historical, social, cultural and linguistic study of the Indonesian language. Suitable for secondary and tertiary students who wish to understand the development of Indonesian and the political factors that shaped it.

Music in Bali: Experiencing Music, Expressing Culture
Book & Audio CD  39.95
Learn more about Indonesian traditional music and performance, from a temple ceremony, to a shadow puppet routine or a masked dance drama, with this comprehensive and informative academic title. A 70-minute audio CD accompanies the book.

Music in Central Java: Experiencing Music, Expressing Culture
Book & Audio CD  47.95

YOUNG ADULT FICTION

Asterix
Asterix desa Belah Tengah (Asterix and Cleopatra)  23.95
Asterix and Cleopatra
Asterix and the Great Divide  22.95
Asterix dan Cleopatra
Asterix and Cleopatra  23.95
Asterix dan Panci sup Bawang
10% discount off listed prices for teachers, schools and institutions (except for items marked ‘net’)

Twilight
Stephanie Meyer’s Twilight saga in Indonesian.
1. Twilight
2. New Moon
3. Eclipse
4. Breaking Dawn

Twilight
1. Twilight 45.95
2. New Moon 46.95
3. Eclipse 48.95
4. Breaking Dawn 42.95

READERS

INTERMEDIATE
Mari Membaca Bahasa Indonesia: Graded Passages in Indonesian 39.95
The passages are graded according to the degree of difficulty with sufficient vocabulary provided to encourage students to communicate in real situations. Each passage contains questions, as well as listening and speaking activities.

Neighbourhood Tales 21.95
A bilingual collection of short stories by Indonesian-born Australian author Dewi Anggraeni.

ADVANCED

Diskusi: An Intermediate Reader for Indonesian Language 33.95
Designed for tertiary and adult learners, but also suitable for senior secondary students, this reader aims to improve students’ oral and written skills through the study of articles, each followed by a series of questions, topics for discussion and writing tasks. Taken from various sources, such as Indonesian newspapers and magazines, these texts cover themes relevant to the adult learner, such as economy, politics, law, crime and health.

Readings in Indonesian Culture Book & CD Pack 47.50
These 12 readings for advanced beginners cover different geographical areas of Indonesia and its various ethnic groups. The selections are accompanied by vocabulary lists, grammar exercises, comprehension exercises and discussion ideas. The 2 audio CDs provide aural comprehension.

Vocabulary Building in Indonesian: An Advanced Reader 82.00
An advanced text intended to complement and supplement most Indonesian language materials. The student can read on a variety of subject matters through the series of essays and previously published material.

notes
Order form

Language Book Centre
1st Floor, 131 York Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000

language@abbey.com.au
www.languagebooks.com.au

Title          Gift-wrap Card Tag $

Delivery charges within Australia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Items</th>
<th>Total Delivery Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6+</td>
<td>FREE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Charges apply to each additional delivery address.

Titles temporarily out of stock will be backordered and supplied as soon as possible. If we are unable to supply any books with your first shipment, books sent in later shipments will be sent freight-free.